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Several supermarkets recently made the “eight items or less” lanes “basket 
only” to reduce queue rage [Ian Royall, 14/08/03 Herald-Sun]. Queue-hogs with 
nine items in their baskets caused pointless arguments. 
 
Other queue-hogs insist on paying with the exact change in five cent pieces; 
they forget the PIN number on their EFTPOS card; their baby suddenly grabs hold 
of their wallet and empties the contents onto the floor. 
  
Supermarkets do their best to reduce the effects of queue-hogs, because 
customers hate waiting to pay for their groceries.   
  
The number of items in the basket is not the problem. That’s just so the 
customers are easy to move in one large queue.  The value of express lanes at 
Coles comes from use of multiple check-out operators serving one queue, not 
from the small number of items. 
  
One Coles manager tackles the queue rage problem by knowing the average 
checkout operator work rate. She’s measured it. She measures it because 
managing the queues and, therefore, the queue-hogs is an important part of 
keeping customers happy. As Peter Drucker, a leader in modern management 
research, says “if you can’t measure it, you can’t control it”.   
  
Queueing theory is a branch of statistics that allows relatively complex 
systems like queues to be analysed quantitatively.  It enables the Coles 
manager to make sense of her measurements. 
  
One measure of queue performance is the utilisation factor.  This is average 
customer arrival rate as a percentage of the operator’s average serving rate. A 
utilisation factor of 100% means that customers arrive as fast as they are 
served. Queueing theory says that while the utilisation factor is 100% then the 
queue will keep growing.   
 
However, the average serving rate and the average arrival rate do not tell the 
whole story. 
 
No operator will serve every customer the same way, even if the customers 
behave the same way.  No two customers shop the same way. These variations mean 
that a queue with a 100% utilisation factor will always have some customers 
arriving faster than the operator can serve them. 
 
Even when the queue utilisation is less than 100%, there are still times when 
customers arrive faster than the operator can handle. Queue-hogs mean the 
checkout operator serves fewer people than normal. People then have to wait, 
even when they arrive more slowly than the operator can normally serve them.  
If more customers arrive after a queue-hog than normal, then the effect is 
multiplied and the check-out operator and customers will have a longer wait. 
 
The best way to deal with the queue-hogs is to use multiple checkout operators 
to serve one queue.  Now no single queue-hog will stop the whole queue. 
Otherwise, if each operator served a different queue, one queue-hog could still 
keep other customers waiting.  
 
That’s why supermarkets use multiple checkout operators on their express lanes: 
it’s the most efficient use of their operators and it helps most of the rest of 
us avoid the queue-hogs! 
 
 
